## PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS – LUX ELEMENTS®-CONCEPT-BA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARTICLE NUMBER</th>
<th>ARTICLE-NAME / ARTICLE-DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>PRICE / UNIT €</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Corner design / bench end (on the example of CONCEPT-BA-STEP)

- **Corner straight** – CONCEPT-BA-...-G
- **Corner straight** – CONCEPT-BA-...-EG
- **Corner round** – CONCEPT-BA-...-ER
- **Bench end round** – CONCEPT-BA-...-AR
- **Bench end straight** – CONCEPT-BA-...-BG
- **Bench end arm rest** – CONCEPT-BA-...-AL

### Bench form STEP

- **Bench form straight** – CONCEPT-BA-STEP-G, straight
- **Corner straight** – CONCEPT-BA-STEP-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 573 x 573 mm
- **Corner round** – CONCEPT-BA-STEP-ER, corner element, rounded, ext. dimensions 673 x 673 mm
- **Bench end round** – CONCEPT-BA-STEP-AR, bench end, rounded, ext. dimensions 523 x 523 mm
- **Bench end straight** – CONCEPT-BA-STEP-BG, bench end closed
- **Bench end arm rest** – CONCEPT-BA-STEP-AL

### Bench form SIT

- **Bench form straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SIT-G, straight
- **Corner straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SIT-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 645 x 645 mm
- **Corner round** – CONCEPT-BA-SIT-ER, corner element, rounded, ext. dimensions 745 x 745 mm
- **Bench end round** – CONCEPT-BA-SIT-AR, bench end, rounded, ext. dimensions 595 x 595 mm
- **Bench end straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SIT-BG, bench end closed
- **Bench end arm rest** – CONCEPT-BA-SIT-AL

### Bench form SLEEP

- **Bench form straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SLEEP-G, straight
- **Corner straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SLEEP-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 1090 x 1090 mm
- **Corner round** – CONCEPT-BA-SLEEP-ER, corner element, rounded, ext. dimensions 1240 x 1240 mm
- **Bench end round** – CONCEPT-BA-SLEEP-AR, bench end, rounded, ext. dimensions 1040 x 1040 mm
- **Bench end straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SLEEP-BG, bench end closed
- **Bench end arm rest** – CONCEPT-BA-SLEEP-AL

### Bench form SOFT

- **Bench form straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SOFT-G, straight
- **Corner straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SOFT-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 850 x 850 mm
- **Corner round** – CONCEPT-BA-SOFT-ER, corner element, rounded, ext. dimensions 950 x 950 mm
- **Bench end round** – CONCEPT-BA-SOFT-AR, bench end, rounded, ext. dimensions 800 x 800 mm
- **Bench end straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SOFT-BG, bench end closed
- **Bench end arm rest** – CONCEPT-BA-SOFT-AL

### Bench form SLIM

- **Bench form straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SLIM-G, straight
- **Corner straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SLIM-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 630 x 630 mm
- **Corner round** – CONCEPT-BA-SLIM-ER, corner element, rounded, ext. dimensions 730 x 730 mm
- **Bench end round** – CONCEPT-BA-SLIM-AR, bench end, rounded, ext. dimensions 580 x 580 mm
- **Bench end straight** – CONCEPT-BA-SLIM-BG, bench end closed
- **Bench end arm rest** – CONCEPT-BA-SLIM-AL
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### Bench form SOLO

- **LCONBASOLO4501** CONCEPT-BA-SOLO-G, straight
- **LCONBASOLO4502** CONCEPT-BA-SOLO-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 550 x 550 mm
- **LCONBASOLO4503** CONCEPT-BA-SOLO-ER, corner element, rounded, ext. dimensions 600 x 600 mm
- **LCONBASOLO4504** CONCEPT-BA-SOLO-AR, bench end, rounded, ext. dimensions 500 x 500 mm
- **LCONBASOLO4508** CONCEPT-BA-SOLO-BG, bench end closed
- **LCONBASOLO4506** CONCEPT-BA-SOLO-AL, arm rest

### Bench form STAR

- **LCONBASTAR4901** CONCEPT-BA-STAR-G, straight
- **LCONBASTAR4904** CONCEPT-BA-STAR-L, back rest
- **LCONBASTAR4902** CONCEPT-BA-STAR-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 650 x 650 mm
- **LCONBASTAR4903** CONCEPT-BA-STAR-AE, bench end with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 585 x 585 mm
- **LCONBASTAR4905** CONCEPT-BA-STAR-BG, bench end closed
- **LCONBASTAR4906** CONCEPT-BA-STAR-AL, arm rest

### Bench form SPACE

- **LCONBASPACE4211** CONCEPT-BA-SPACE-G, straight
- **LCONBASPACE4212** CONCEPT-BA-SPACE-EG, corner element with mitre cut, ext. dimensions 831 x 831 mm
- **LCONBASPACE4213** CONCEPT-BA-SPACE-ER, corner element, rounded, ext. dimensions 931 x 931 mm
- **LCONBASPACE4214** CONCEPT-BA-SPACE-AR, bench end, rounded, ext. dimensions 781 x 781 mm
- **LCONBASPACE4215** CONCEPT-BA-SPACE-BG, bench end closed
- **LCONBASPACE4216** CONCEPT-BA-SPACE-AL, arm rest

### Bench form FLOAT floating

- **LCONBAFLOAT4801** CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK, straight, incl. stainless steel sub-structure, length from 1500 to 2100 mm, depth 550 mm
- **LCONBAFLOAT4802** CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-EK, straight, incl. stainless steel sub-structure, for corner element, only in combination with CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK, length from 1500 to 2100 mm, depth 550 mm
- **LCONBAFLOAT4804** CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GL, straight, incl. stainless steel sub-structure, length from 2100 to 3000 mm, depth 550 mm
- **LCONBAFLOAT4805** CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-EL, straight, incl. stainless steel sub-structure, for corner element, only in combination with CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GL, length from 2100 to 3000 mm, depth 550 mm
- **LCONBAFLOAT4808** CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK 600, straight, incl. stainless steel sub-structure, in combination with CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK ES/R or L, length from 1500 to 2100 mm, depth 600 mm
- **LCONBAFLOAT4806.R** CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK ES/R, straight, incl. stainless steel sub-structure, corner right for CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK 600, unilaterally without support element, length 750 mm (length of excess end), depth 500 mm
- **LCONBAFLOAT4806.L** CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK ES/L, straight, incl. stainless steel sub-structure, corner left for CONCEPT-BA-FLOAT-GK 600, unilaterally without support element, length 750 mm (length of excess end), depth 500 mm

Visit [www.luxelements.com](http://www.luxelements.com) for further information on CONCEPT. Data sheets, assembly instructions, test certificates and additional brochures under ‘Downloads’, videos under ‘Practice’ and on YouTube.